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Congratulations to NNMC’s

Healthcare Heroes!

Northern Nevada Medical Center (NNMC) and the Valley Health System
are proud to recognize the following honorees for their accomplishments and
contributions to the community:

Lifetime Achievement Award

Colin Fuller, MD, FACC, FACP, FSCAI
Board-Certified Interventional Cardiologist

Physician of the Year

Sven Inda, MD
Board-Certified Emergency Medicine Physician
Chair, NNMC Emergency Medicine

Physicians are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of Northern Nevada Medical Center and the Valley Health System.
The hospital and the system shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by physicians. 161895 7/16
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ANTHEM BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
Corporate Sponsor

W

ith roots dating back to 1969,

chronic illnesses such as diabetes, heart disease and

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield in

lung disease on Nevada children, adults and seniors.

Nevada (Anthem) has a proud tradition

Key areas of support include the American Heart

of serving not only its members, but

Association, American Lung Association, Jessie Rees

also the broader community. This legacy continued

Foundation and JRDF. Nevada communities also

last year as the health insurer, its charitable foundation

benefit from grants made by Anthem Blue Cross and

and local associates contributed nearly $1 million and

Blue Shield’s parent company to national and regional

hundreds of volunteer hours to vital organizations and

organizations, such as Boys & Girls Clubs of America,

Jessie
Rees
Foundation

causes across the state.
“Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is committed
to providing access to high quality and affordable

American Cancer Society and the March of Dimes.
Through the Associate Giving Campaign, Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield associates make one time

health care to communities throughout Nevada,” said

and ongoing contributions to health-focused charities

Mike Murphy, president of Anthem Blue Cross and

in Nevada, which are matched by its parent company’s

Blue Shield in Nevada. “We’re proud to support the organizations

charitable Foundation.

and programs that are working to help our friends and neighbors
live their healthiest lives possible.”

”Over the past half century, Anthem Blue Cross and Blue
Shield has seen a lot of change,” Murphy said. “But what hasn’t

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield and its foundation work

changed is our commitment to serving our members and making

to identify the health issues most in need of attention and then

Nevada a better and healthier state for us to live in and for our

direct charitable support and volunteer efforts toward improving

children to grow up in. It is a true honor to work with so many

those areas. Major areas of focus for Anthem include promoting

great people and organizations and we look forward to doing so

active lifestyles and working to reduce the devastating impact of

again in the years to come.”

Get Transformed
With TRANSFORMD

NV Business Magazine 2016
Family-Owned Business Winner

Losing weight can be a daunting
task. Do it right with a trained
medical professional.
As one of few Obesity Board Certified
Specialists in Nevada, Dr. Eric Miller
and his team will help you lose
weight and keep it off for life!
• Complete Medical Exam
and Customized Program
Development
• By-your-side Monitoring at
the Location of Your Choice
• Nutrition Education
• Lifestyle Planning
MD
Eric Miller,d Ob
esity

Shannon Miller

• Personal Training

Board Certifie
ist
Medicine Special

NASM Certified
r
Personal Traine

Contact us today for your
FREE consultation!
702-922-1818

GetTransforMD.com
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Mention ad for 20% OFF first month
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Durham Jones & Pinegar
10785 West Twain Avenue
Suite 200
Las Vegas, NV 89135
P 702.870.6090
mrawlins@djplaw.com
www.djplaw.com

Michael D. Rawlins
Practice Areas
• Litigation
• Bankruptcy & Creditors’ Rights
• Real Estate

Michael D. Rawlins enjoys a diverse commercial litigation practice, including corporate litigation, construction litigation, real estate litigation,
intellectual property litigation, contract disputes,
and partnership disputes. He also represents
creditors and landlords in bankruptcy proceedings. Mr. Rawlins is a member of Durham Jones
& Pinegar’s Board of Directors and serves as the
Managing Attorney of the Las Vegas Office.
Mr. Rawlins serves as a District Court Judge,
Pro Tempore, presiding over cases in the short-trial
program. He also volunteers for the Children’s Attorneys Project, representing abused and neglected children in court proceedings.

ADVERTORIAL PROFILE
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ADMINISTR ATOR
Northern Nevada

Anthony Slonim, MD, DrPH
PRESIDENT & CEO | RENOWN HEALTH

D

r. Anthony Slonim is the presi-

Reno School of Medicine to establish a medical training campus at

dent and CEO of Renown

Renown Health.

Health,

Nevada’s

As the nation’s first quadruple board certified physician, Dr.

largest locally governed, not-

Northern

Slonim is an advocate for the healthcare field and values clinical

for-profit healthcare network. The orga-

perspective when it comes to leadership in the industry. He has

nization employs more than 6,000 people

managed the complex network of Renown Health with profession-

across the region which includes a level-

alism and compassion. In addition, Dr. Slonim serves on the Ameri-

two trauma center, a rehabilitation hospi-

can College of Physician Executives Board, the Stevens Institute

tal, a healthcare insurance company and a

of Technology Board and is the chairman of the Certified Medical

foundation that raised over $3.4 million in

Representatives Institute Boards.

philanthropic support in 2015.

Dr. Slonim is a sought-after speaker at many national and inter-

Since joining the organization, Dr. Slonim has developed and

national forums each year including a recent opening presentation

implemented a five-year strategic plan that is focused on the com-

at the Roche Medical Value Summit in Switzerland on the role of

munity’s overall health, aimed at improving quality care and pa-

accountable care organizations in the United States. He is pas-

tient satisfaction while reducing costs. He has also pushed for col-

sionate about improving community health and works tirelessly to

laboration, executing an agreement with the University of Nevada,

educate and motivate Northern Nevadans.

Southern Nevada

Mason Van Houweling

CEO | UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC) OF SOUTHERN NEVADA

B

ringing more that 17 years of

county’s residents. Under Mason’s leadership, the hospital is

experience with him, Mason

now flourishing.

Van Houweling has made a

UMC has demonstrated quality and performance improve-

mark on UMC through his

ment, posted financial gains, achieved greater physician align-

track record of balancing the financial

ment and loyalty, advanced in technology and enhanced em-

performance of the hospital while pro-

ployee engagement in recent years. For the first time, UMC’s

viding uncompromising patient care.

operating income is positive and has been each month of

He has implemented programs to re-

this fiscal year. UMC also received the “Best Places to Work”

duce re-admissions and streamline

award from Southern Nevada Human Resources Association

billing practices while improving hos-

signifying a commitment to employee morale.

pital scores.

Mason may be at the helm of this transformation, but he re-

As CEO of UMC, Mason has transformed the direction

mains humble giving all the credit to his team for allowing him

and ultimate destination of this integral piece of Southern Ne-

to create positive momentum. He is frequently seen touring

vada’s healthcare system. When he arrived, UMC was in the

through all areas of the hospital to personally talk to patients

midst of closing services, faced with layoffs and in a constant

and staff, as he continues to look for ways to improve and

struggle to sustain itself as the safety net to so many of the

build on UMC’s success.
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CARE PROVIDER
Northern Nevada

Andrew Leglise, RN

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT NURSE | SAINT MARY’S REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

A

registered nurse undergoes intensive preparation and train-

ciently triage patients so the more severe cases are tended to
first and handle difficult cases himself.

ing to earn the title, but there

Patients are often in pain, confused or scared coming into the

are those essential quali-

ER, but Andrew has a naturally warm and positive demeanor that

ties that cannot be taught that truly make

immediately diffuses even the most challenging situations. The trust

a nurse successful. Andrew Leglise’s pa-

put in him is not taken lightly or for granted. He is often observed

tients and colleagues at Saint Mary’s Re-

personally transporting his own patients to other floors of the hos-

gional Medical Center would all agree he

pital by technicians who are usually left with that task.

has these qualities in abundance.

He is also a valued and respected team member who is willing

Andrew is described as caring,

to jump in and assist whenever needed, even helping with smaller

modest and empathetic. His priority in

tasks such as stocking and working with busy hospital techs. Along

the emergency room is the comfort and safety of his patients

with other Saint Mary’s members, he has volunteered in the com-

while giving quality treatment and his full attention. Although

munity at the Reno Air Races and participates in the St. Baldrick’s

the emergency room can be intense and strenuous, Andrew’s

Foundation head shaving every year. When Andrew is not in the ER

patience and calm nature are a welcome relief to everybody

or training new nurses, he enjoys running, being active and partici-

involved. He has the ability to assess a situation quickly, effi-

pating in the Reno Tahoe Odyssey.

Southern Nevada

Jay Fisher, MD

MEDICAL DIRECTOR | PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT, CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
OF NEVADA AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC)

D

r. Jay Fisher has been treat-

pion for the underserved and less fortunate children who are often

ing children in need of emer-

in critical situations, helping them obtain the resources they need

gent medical care at UMC

so the ER doesn’t become their revolving door to healthcare.

since 1992. He graduated from

Taking the time to make sure parents fully understand the sta-

Brown University School of Medicine and

tus of their child’s health and the benefits and side effects of their

completed his internship, residency and

child’s medication is a priority for Dr. Fisher. He serves as an ex-

fellowship through Boston University at

cellent example to clinicians and staff by connecting with his pa-

Boston City Hospital. He is a three-time re-

tients and patient’s families. Several colleagues have expressed

cipient of the Excellence in Training Award

their respect and admiration for him and the way he conducts him-

by the University of Nevada School of Med-

self professionally.

icine Pediatric Residency class and recognized with the Bernard Feldman Distinguished Lectureship Award.

Even after 25 years in pediatric emergency medicine, Dr.
Fisher still strives to make an impact as the medical director

Dr. Fisher realizes that a pediatric emergency room visit can

for the Children’s Hospital pediatric emergency department.

often signify chronic conditions at home and he takes the time to

Through his compassion and commitment, countless numbers

understand his patient’s circumstances and underlying reasons

of pediatric patients and their families have received exceptional

for the visit to the emergency department. He has been a cham-

treatment and care.
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“I think a hero is any person
really intent on making this a
better
forperson
all really
people.
“ I think aplace
hero is any
intent ”

– Maya Angelou
on making this a better place for all people.”
~ Maya Angelou

Congratulations

Shelley Berkley
CEO and Senior Provost

Southern Nevada’s
Healthcare Heros
Community Partner

Congratulations

Shelley Berkley

S o u t h e r n n e va d a ’ S
h e a lt h c a r e h e r o e S
c o m m u n i t y P a rt n e r

CEO and Senior Provost
Tourowww.tun.touro.edu
University Western| Division
702.777.8687 | 874 American Pacific Drive, Henderson NV 89014
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges and licensed in Nevada by the
Commission on Post-Secondary Education. Touro University Nevada does not discriminate on the basis
of race, ethnicity, age, sex, gender, color, creed, national origin, religion, sexual orientation or disability.

www.tun.touro.edu | 702.777.8687 | 874 American Pacific Drive, Henderson NV 89014
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges and licensed in Nevada by the Commission on Post-Secondary Education. Touro University Nevada does not
discriminate on the basis of race, ethnicity, age, sex, gender, color, creed, national origin, religion, sexual orientation or disability.
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EDUCATOR
Northern Nevada

Cynthia Mastick, PH.D.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR | UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

A

s an associate professor in the

ing to reorganize the school’s curriculum from lecture and course-

department of pharmacol-

based to a fully integrated, clinical problem-solving based curricu-

ogy, Dr. Cynthia Matick has

lum and serving as Block One director (foundations and principles

made an impact on her stu-

of medical sciences). She also recieves high marks in student evalu-

dents at the University of Nevada, Reno
(UNR) School of Medicine.

ations and has done so for the last 14 years.
Dr. Mastick has the rare ability to teach difficult subjects in

Overseeing the cellular and mo-

an organized and logical way and is patient with her students

lecular pharmacology and physiology

as they learn. She is also a strong and thoughtful faculty leader

curriculum, Dr. Mastick understands

overseeing 37 members from seven departments as a block di-

the importance of a strong foundation.

rector at the school.

She currently teaches the essential prin-

In addition to being an award-winning educator, Dr. Mastick is

ciples of science and medicine to first-year medical students,

a distinguished scientist who has done significant work to expand

helping them develop clinical problem-solving skills at the very

the understanding of diabetes. She has published extensively on

beginning of their training.

the subject and received numerous fellowships and awards from

In 2015, Dr. Mastick earned the UNR School of Medicine E.W.
Richardson Excellence in Teaching Award for her efforts in help-

the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International and American Diabetes Association.

Southern Nevada

Mark Decerbo, PHARMD, BCNSP, BCPS

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE | ROSEMAN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

A

s associate professor at Roseman

University,

Decerbo

is

a

tion and Five-Year Contract Committee. Dr. Decerbo also provides

Mark

clinical pharmacy services at University Medical Center (UMC) of

dedicated

Southern Nevada where he rounds with internal medicine teams from

Dr.

educator and advisor to his

the University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine.

students in the College of Pharmacy. He

Dr. Decerbo is regularly invited to give international presentations

is both a teacher and a block coordinator

and is a National Association of Boards of Pharmacy item writer for the

in the second-year infectious disease and

North American Pharmacist Licensure Examination. He also serves as

neurology pharmacotherapeutic blocks.

an expert witness in criminal cases for the Clark County District At-

Dr. Decerbo lectures in the gastroenterol-

torney’s Office as well as for private counsel in medical malpractice

ogy and endocrinology block as well. He

cases. Dr. Decerbo was Roseman University’s delegate to the 2015

has been a faculty member since 2001 and

United States Pharmacopeia (USP) Convention in Washington D.C.

has played a vital role in the development of the college.

Along with the members of the College of Pharmacy’s Student

Additionally, he serves as faculty co-advisor to the student chap-

Alliance, he is committed to community service. He serves as a true

ter of the American Pharmacists Association-Academy of Student

role model and guide for his students, advising them as they provide

Pharmacists (AphA-ASP) and American Society of Health System

free health screenings and information, particularly in underserved

Pharmacists (ASHP) and chairs the College of Pharmacy’s Promo-

neighborhoods.
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HEROES take us forward.
We’d like to congratulate Dr. Anthony Slonim, MD, DrPH, President
and CEO of Renown Health and Valerie Luevano, Director of Social Justice
at the Child Health Institute. These two visionary leaders are helping
to move our region forward by building the healthcare network of the
future. One that’s not simply about providing healthcare, but one that
seeks to inspire better health in all the communities we serve.

renown.org
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COMMUNIT Y PARTNER
Northern Nevada

Patricia Swager, M.ED.

DIRECTOR | NEVADA GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

P

atricia Swager is passionate

as principal investigator on each subsequent grant to fund the pro-

about geriatric care and the

gram. She has overseen NGEC offices across the state and pushed

issues facing the elder com-

for activities aimed at increasing provider knowledge of geriatrics

munity. She has been active

and access to care.

in the field since 1992 as the gerontology

Over the past 24 years, Patricia has developed, educated and

program coordinator at Community Col-

nurtured relationships with hundreds of healthcare partners, includ-

lege of Southern Nevada and as an integral

ing those in rural and underserved areas. She has worked tirelessly

part of the creation of the Nevada Geriatric

to increase awareness of the needs of the elder population and has

Education Center (NGEC) at the University

connected both public and private sectors to work together on how

of Nevada, Reno (UNR) School of Medicine

to better serve that group.

where she serves as director today. As the

The elevation of geriatric services available in Nevada could not be

senior population continues to grow in Northern Nevada, Patricia is

accomplished without her dedication to the field. She has made pre-

a strong advocate for access to care and funding.

sentations and published numerous articles and reports advocating

Patricia co-wrote the first U.S. Health Resources and Services

for enhanced geriatric care. Patricia believes that community partner-

Administration Grant that initially funded the NGEC at the UNR

ships are the most effective way to implement change and continues

School of Medicine in 1998. Since then, she has written and served

to work towards better geriatric healthcare as the director of NGEC.

Southern Nevada

Shelley Berkley

CEO & SENIOR PROVOST | TOURO UNIVERSITY NEVADA

S

helley Berkley serves as the

Among Shelley’s proudest accomplishments during her time in

administrative and academic

Congress was building the new Veterans Administration medical

head of the Nevada and North-

complex to provide quality healthcare to the veterans in our com-

ern California campuses of

munity. She sponsored or co-sponsored 114 pieces of legislation

Touro University. In this role, Shelley over-

related to healthcare and was a vocal supporter of providing more

sees two of the fastest growing medical

funding for graduate medical education and advocate of reforming

schools in the western United States, as

our nation’s healthcare system.

well as allied health science and education

As CEO of Touro University Nevada, Shelley has led efforts

programs with a current total enrollment of

to bring all of the institutions involved in medical education and

more than 3,000 students.

residency programs together to work collaboratively to meet

Prior to joining Touro, Shelley served Ne-

the state’s needs for physicians and other healthcare provid-

vada in the United States House of Representatives from 1998 to 2013.

ers. Her unique perspective from many years in public office

She was the first woman to serve the District and held the position for

has helped open doors for communication and collaboration

seven terms. During her 14 years in Congress, Shelley served on the

between education institutions as well as local hospitals, busi-

Transportation, Small Business, Veterans Affairs and Foreign Affairs

nesses and organizations to address the healthcare needs of

Committees, as well as the healthcare subcommittee Ways and Means.

the state.
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DESERT RADIOLOGY
WOULD LIKE TO

THE 2016 HEALTHCARE HEROES

AWARD WINNERS

The team at Desert Radiology, Southern Nevada’s leading
diagnostic practice, is proud to recognize the

the 2016 Healthcare Heroes Award Winners
for their tireless and important work making a big
difference in local healthcare.
th
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HUMANITARIAN
Northern Nevada

Valerie Luevano, MSW, LSW

DIRECTOR | CENTER FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE AT THE CHILD HEALTH INSTITUTE, RENOWN HEALTH

V

alerie Luevano has dedi-

terventions that promote health equity by addressing social

cated her career to the

detriments affecting the health of children living in poverty or

advancement of health and

difficult circumstances.

well-being for women and

Valerie’s commitment to improving the lives of women and chil-

children, whether in her current role at

dren in the region has led to the implementation of Nevada’s only

the Child Health Institute or at the vari-

telemedicine consultation service. She has also helped provide

ous community agencies where she has

housing and support for teens by expanding services with Cada

advocated for services, resources and

De Vida and helped launch Kid’s First Family Services, a non-

support for the underserved. As an inno-

profit behavioral healthcare practice for children. She is a strong

vative leader, she has successfully made

advocate for the goals and ideals of the social work profession

an impact by supporting community pro-

and embodies those values in the work she does.

grams that help the less fortunate.

In 2015, Valerie became the first director of the Center for So-

In a short span of five years, Valerie managed to add five

cial Justice where she is tackling the challenge of improving the

new programs to the Northern Nevada community to ensure

lives of underserved children in the region. Her work with young

comprehensive services are available to pregnant and par-

people in the community is already making strides to improve the

enting teens in need of support. She is also focused on in-

future health of the youth in Northern Nevada.

Southern Nevada

F. Gard Jameson, PHD

CO-FOUNDER & TREASURER | VOLUNTEERS IN MEDICINE SOUTHERN NEVADA

F

rank Gard Jameson received

VMSN clinics provide free adult and pediatric primary care,

his PhD from Pacifica Graduate

preventive, chronic and acute care, diagnostic tests and more

Institute in 2005 and has used

to the Southern Nevada community. Since opening its doors,

his education, experience and

VMSN now has 300 medical professional volunteers and 177

philosophy to fuel his passion for commu-

non-medical volunteers. The organization has been a vital part

nity outreach and service. Along with his

of the community since it’s inception and helps the under-

wife Florence who is an MD and formerly a

served population in Southern Nevada.

Healthcare Hero honoree, Dr. Jameson is

Gard also serves as chair of the Children’s Advocacy Alli-

a well-regarded philanthropist in Southern

ance and teaches Chinese and Indian philosophy in the Phi-

Nevada. Together, they aspired to create

losophy Department at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas

a free clinic for adults who lack access to

(UNLV).

healthcare, including the working uninsured.

In addition to serving the community through his involve-

In January 2010, their vision became reality when they found-

ment with these organizations, Gard is an accomplished au-

ed Volunteers in Medicine of Southern Nevada (VMSN). As trea-

thor having written and published multiple books including

surer at VMSN, Gard brings with him 25 years of experience as a

Footprints on the Sands of Time, a story about his mentor Dr.

certified public accountant and financial planner.

Raymond M. Alf.
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VOLUNTEER
Northern Nevada

Andrew Pasternak, MD

HEAD PHYSICIAN & OWNER | SILVER SAGE CENTER FOR FAMILY MEDICINE

D

r. Andrew Pasternak started

also supports Bike Like a Girl, Girls on the Run, Reno Tahoe

Silver Sage Center for Fam-

Odyssey, Reno 10-Miler, Journal Jog, Reno Wheelmen, Proj-

ily Medicine in 2005 as a

ect Hero, Ride2Recovery, the Reno 5000 race series, Sugar

place to care for patients,

Bowl Academy and the Far West Nordic Junior program.

but also to improve community health

Dr. Pastnerak actively contributes through volunteering

and advance the science of medicine.

and donations. He’s spent countless hours public speaking at

He wanted to address conditions within

sporting events and conferences. Silver Sage has also donat-

the community that help contribute to

ed more than $100,000 to area environmental groups such as

poor health, rather than just treating

Headwater Science Institute, Truckee River Watershed Coun-

symptoms. As part of this commitment,

cil and League to Save Lake Tahoe, since 2007.

Dr. Pasternak strives to better the overall health and well being of the Northern Nevada region.

Through his generosity and involvement, Dr. Pasternak
continues to advocate for a healthy and active Northern Ne-

Through Silver Sage, Dr. Pasternak supports many local

vada community. In addition to his work through Silver Sage,

teams, non-profit events and organizations. As the medical

and his many volunteer efforts, he is also clinical assistant

director for the Tahoe Rim Trail Endurance Races, he coor-

professor at UNR School of Medicine and research director for

dinates care for about 600 runners every year. Dr. Pasternak

the sports medicine fellowship.

Southern Nevada

Timothy Sauter, MD, OBGYN
OWNER & PHYSICIAN PROVIDER | LEGACY WOMEN’S HEALTH

D

r. Timothy Sauter grew up in

outreach mission trips to Uganda, Belize, Mexico, Haiti and Cam-

Las Vegas, attended the Uni-

bodia through the church.

versity of Nevada, Las Vegas

Dr. Sauter also gives his time to the local community as the

for his undergraduate de-

medical director at Women’s Resource Medical Center, a non-

gree and the University of Nevada, Reno

profit, faith-based and privately funded pro-life organization

School of Medicine for medical school.

serving the needs of pregnant women and their families since

Even after completing his internship and

1985. In this position, he oversees policy and procedures for first

residency in California at Harbor UCLA

trimester ultrasound screenings, quality improvement and ultra-

Medical Center, he knew he wanted to re-

sound review.

turn to Las Vegas to start his own OBGYN

As a board-certified physician, Dr. Sauter shares his skills and

practice and has been serving the South-

expertise in women’s health, obstetrics and high-risk pregnancies

ern Nevada community for more than 15 years.

with those in difficult situations. He generously volunteers his time

Volunteer work is an important part of Dr. Sauter’s life and

to provide medical care and advice to those who are most in need

he is involved in several organizations, both locally and interna-

of help. He continues to serve the Southern Nevada community at

tionally, to serve those in need. He is an active board member

his private practice, Legacy Women’s Health and as chairman of

of Calvary Chapel Green Valley and has done multiple medical

the Credentials Committee at Dignity Health, Siena.
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COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTERS OF NEVADA
Associate Sponsor
Nevada that prioritize health and wellness,

University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine

CCCN spearheaded ongoing skin safety part-

focused on hematology/oncology - the rotation

nerships with Wet’n’Wild (now in its third year),

is the first hematology/oncology-dedicated

the Las Vegas 51s (now in its second year) and

program in Southern Nevada in years.

PENTA Building Group, ultimately providing all

CCCN’s focus on education extends

site visitors with complimentary sunscreen to

beyond higher education and into the high

help keep everyone safe under the desert sun.

school, where the practice has executed nu-

This year, CCCN also announced its pre-

merous educational events with the Clark

mier sponsorship with the American Cancer

County School District, reaching and ulti-

omprehensive Cancer Centers of

Society, comprised of several of the society’s

mately enriching hundreds of young minds

Nevada (CCCN) is a multidisci-

signature fundraising events. The practice is

across the county. Several CCCN physicians

plinary practice offering medical

currently developing its very own communi-

have visited local magnet schools to speak to

oncology, radiation oncology, he-

ty-driven anti-smoking campaign to launch

students on healthcare and oncology related

matology, breast surgery and pulmonology ser-

during lung cancer awareness month this

topics. Students have toured some of CCCN’s

vices. The practice has provided patients with

November.

clinics to get a better understanding of the day-

C

state-of-the-art technologies, latest advance-

CCCN has established scholarship pro-

to-day tasks of the medical staff and to see the

ments in cancer treatment and groundbreaking

grams to support future healthcare profes-

various career opportunities available to them.

clinical research for more than 35 years.

sionals in the community at two local schools –

When it comes to the most effective treat-

At CCCN’s core are strategic initiatives

Touro University of Nevada and UNLV College

ments - new or emerging – and the vitality of

that enhance the health of our community.

of Sciences. CCCN created a new residency

the Southern Nevada community, CCCN is

Among its many partnerships in Southern

rotation for internal medicine residents at the

truly on the frontlines.
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INNOVATOR
Northern Nevada

Iain Buxton, PHARMD

CHAIR | DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

E

arly in his career, Dr. Iain Bux-

Dr. Buxton was named UNR Outstanding Researcher of the Year

ton had the privilege of work-

in 2008 and in 2011 was named Regents Professor.

ing with several renowned re-

Dr. Buxton is an innovative leader in the discovery of scien-

searchers including Nobel lau-

tific causes of pre-term birth and breast cancer in women. He

reate Dr. Robert Holley, Dr. Gordon Sato

is internationally recognized for his research and has changed

and Gennard Matrone. As a graduate

the way scientists approach pre-term labor and the regulation

student, Dr. Buxton assisted in the first

of uterine function in pregnancy. In his efforts regarding breast

report of the purification of the cholines-

cancer, Dr. Buxton and his team have truly progressed the un-

terase enzyme critical to the regulation of

derstanding of how cancer cells from the breast move to other

the nervous system. This research led to

parts of the body.

his interest in pharmacology, the study of
the actions of drugs and chemicals on the human body.

Having published numerous research articles and text book
chapters, Dr. Buxton is funded to conduct cutting edge research

In 1985, Dr. Buxton joined the department of pharmacology at

in breast cancer. He continues challenging the way breast cancer

the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) as an assistant professor.

is thought to spread and is pursuing pre-clinical studies aimed at

He was successful in his new role and rose quickly to become a

preventing breast cancer metastasis. Dr. Buxton is also address-

tenured associate professor in 1989 and full professor in 1995.

ing the problems of pre-term labor and potential treatments.

Southern Nevada

Jessica Doolen, PHD, RN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR & EDUCATION DIRECTOR | UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS SCHOOL
OF NURSING & CLINICAL SIMULATION CENTER OF LAS VEGAS

D

r. Jessica Doolen teaches

environment to better prepare them to interact and engage with

in the undergraduate and

their future patients.

graduate programs at Uni-

Along with her team, Dr. Doolen refines and creates new sce-

versity of Nevada, Las Ve-

narios for students and prepares interactions involving local actors

gas School of Nursing. She has been

who portray patients with various ailments to test student’s assess-

a full-time faculty member since May

ments and communication skills. Recent graduates have stated that

2005 and is a certified nurse educator

the simulations better prepared them for their roles in hospitals or

and alumni of the school’s Master of

medical offices and reduced their anxiety levels when performing

Science in nursing.

complex procedures.

Dr. Doolen stands out in the nursing

Dr. Doolen’s work with clinical simulation continues to enhance

profession because she is an innova-

the delivery of care by nurses throughout the state of Nevada. Simu-

tive educator at the forefront of teaching technology through

lation education is an innovative and interactive method of training

simulation education. During the past year, she has helped train

that has proven successful as it builds teamwork, critical thinking and

more than 600 nursing students, preparing them to respond to

a mastery of nursing concepts. In her role as education director, Jes-

a multitude of healthcare scenarios. During simulation training,

sica contributes to these positive outcomes through her exceptional

students are able to learn from their mistakes in a controlled

leadership and dedication.

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016
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RENOWN HEALTH
Associate Sponsor
ance company, Hometown Health, which
serves more than 135,000 people.
As the healthcare landscape continues to
evolve, Renown is broadening its approach
and going beyond the delivery of healthcare to inspire better health. If Renown and
its many partners are successful in this inclusive, community-focused approach, the

R

results will resonate on many levels. It takes
enown Health is – and has always

Locally governed and locally owned, Re-

a willing community to be a healthy commu-

been – committed to serving and

nown is a not-for-profit that serves a 17-coun-

nity. The views, needs and dreams of each

growing with the community.

ty region compromised of northern Nevada,

person are vital to the creation of a shared

What began as a clinic to treat

Lake Tahoe and northeast California. One of

and meaningful blueprint for future health.

smallpox among miners in 1862 is now north-

the region’s largest private employers with a

Renown is working diligently to build the

ern Nevada’s leading healthcare network. And

workforce of more than 6,000, the health net-

healthcare network the region needs while

after more than 150 years, Renown’s team con-

work comprises three acute care hospitals, a

establishing the future of health Nevadans

tinues to strengthen existing partnerships and

rehabilitation hospital, skilled nursing, the ar-

deserve – ensuring that those who live in the

forge new ones to ensure it is thinking, not just

ea’s most comprehensive medical group and

area have a powerful voice in the decisions

about healthcare, but also about improving the

urgent care network and the region’s largest

that affect their health every day. And that’s

community’s overall health and well-being.

and only locally owned not-for-profit insur-

good for everyone.

Congratulations 2016 Healthcare Heroes

Cynthia Mastick, Ph.D.

Associate Professor, Cellular and Molecular
Pharmacology and Physiology
University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine

med.unr.edu
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C O M M U N I T Y PA R T N E R

Regents Professor, Foundation Professor & Chairman,
Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology and Physiology
University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine

E D U C T AT O R

I N N O V AT O R
Iain Buxton, Pharm.D.

Patricia Swager, M.Ed.

Director, Nevada Geriatric Education Center
University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine

NON-PROFIT
Northern Nevada

Regina Washington, BSHS, MSP

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS COORDINATOR | CRIBS FOR KIDS AT THE REGIONAL EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES AUTHORITY (REMSA)

R

egina Washington was a clear

including Women, Infants & Children (WIC), Early Head Start, Family

choice as REMSA’s commu-

Resources Centers and other community-based organizations.

nity program coordinator for

Through Regina’s efforts, Cribs for Kids has helped more than

their Cribs for Kids program.

2,000 low-income families receive knowledge about the dangers

She has over 10 years of experience in

of SIDS and a safe sleep survival kit, which includes a crib, fitted

community health and the human services

sheets, sleep sack and pacifier. Funded by Nevada Division of Pub-

industry. Her passion for integrated health

lic and Behavioral Health, Regina continues her outreach and pro-

in Northern Nevada has led her to advo-

active education in hopes of avoiding these preventable injuries and

cate for the youngest and most vulnerable

death in infants.

members of the community.

Regina’s compassion reaches far beyond the work she does at

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)

Cribs for Kids. Currently, she is co-chair of the Northern Nevada

and sleep-related injuries are the leading cause of death for infants

Maternal Child Health Coalition and a member of the Washoe

28 to 365 days old. Regina has dedicated her career to bring aware-

County Fetal Infant Mortality review team, Immunize Nevada Coali-

ness on the topic of safe infant sleep practices and lower the rate of

tion and Community Health Improvement Plan. Because of her hard

accidental infant death. Cribs for Kids, a program initiated to address

work, thousands of families and hundreds of healthcare profession-

this issue, currently has over 38 community service partner agencies

als have been educated on safe infant sleep practices.

Southern Nevada

Andrew Evanski, MPH

EDUCATION PREVENTION SUPERVISOR & LAB DIRECTOR | AID FOR AIDS OF NEVADA (AFAN)

A

ndrew Evanski received his
Bachelor’s of Science degree

awareness of the chronic illness of HIV to the Southern Nevada
community.

in health ecology from the

Most recently, Andrew spearheaded the completion of AFAN’s

University of Nevada, Reno.

first ever testing facility where he serves as lab director. He con-

Soon after, he began working as a commu-

tinues to work tirelessly to spread the news about the availability

nity-based instructor with the University of

of free HIV testing because he knows how important early testing

Nevada Cooperative Extension where he

is to combatting the disease. The speed with which one gets into

taught senior health education classes at lo-

treatment and stays in treatment after receiving a positive HIV re-

cal senior and assisted living facilities.

sult is paramount to survival.

In 2010, Andrew started his career

Andrew has been at the forefront of creating this essential

with Aid for AIDS Nevada (AFAN) as the

tool for public health in Southern Nevada. HIV testing provided by

education prevention supervisor while simultaneously work-

AFAN is available to anyone who needs it as soon as they need it.

ing towards a Masters degree in public health at the University

Because of his dedication to the cause, Las Vegas now has a safe

of Nevada, Las Vegas. Continuing in his role as the education

place for citizens to go to educate themselves, get tested and help

prevention supervisor, Andrew has shown initiative in bringing

prevent future epidemics, all at no cost.

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016
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HEALTHCARE
HEROES
L

E G

A C Y

The first and longest running program
of its kind in Nevada, Healthcare Heroes
was born in 2006 with 10 categories and
a seemingly endless supply of nominees.
Since the beginning, Healthcare Heroes
has been a catalyst to help grow healthcare in the Silver State.
Taking the idea of contributing to
healthcare a step further, the Healthcare
Heroes scholarship fund was created.
With scholarships set up at the University of Nevada, Reno and the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas, the funds are set
aside for those students seeking careers
as healthcare educators.
With nearly 250 Healthcare Heroes
honored and tens of thousands of dollars donated to Nevada schools, it’s safe
to say that Healthcare Heroes is and
continues to be a success.
Over the years, Healthcare Heroes
has had several distinguished members
of Nevada’s medical industry serve as
judges for the event. This year’s judges
have the same unenviable dilemma as
judges of previous years: determining
the 20 Healthcare Heroes.
Judging starts with a nomination form
that is sent out at the beginning of the
year. After nominations close, judges on
both ends of the state are asked to consider each nominee carefully and decide
who should be honored as a Healthcare
Hero. It’s no easy task and nominees go
through an extensive vetting process
prior to selection.
The Healthcare Heroes team extends a huge “thank you!” to everyone
that has helped this event succeed, especially our corporate sponsor Anthem
Blue Cross Blue Shield, the associate
sponsors, the 2016 judges and all of
the Healthcare Heroes participants and
event attendees.
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PHYSICIAN
Northern Nevada

Sven Inda, MD

CHAIR OF EMERGENCY MEDICINE | NORTHERN NEVADA MEDICAL CENTER

D

r. Sven Inda is the chair of

ed early management of severe sepsis protocols at NNMC, and

emergency medicine at the

the hospital has improved steadily in this important core quality

Northern

measure.

Nevada

Medical

Center (NNMC) and has been

Through his leadership, Dr. Inda can take credit for achieving

medical director for the emergency room

excellent scores in NNMC’s Primary Stroke Center, Accredited

since January 2015. He graduated from

Chest Pain Center and sepsis. He helped develop a new STEMI

the University of Nevada, Reno School

(non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction) activation process to en-

of Medicine in 2003 and is board certi-

sure that patients are out of the emergency department and in the

fied in emergency medicine. He serves

catheterization (cath) lab in less than 30 minutes.

as the liaison between the quality depart-

Dr. Inda is the physician champion on NNMC’s journey to be-

ment and the medical staff, initiating joint

come a High Reliability Organization (HRO). These organizations

meetings between emergency room (ER) physicians and admin-

have systems that make them exceptionally consistent in accom-

istrators to improve communication and coordination.

plishing their goals and avoiding potentially catastrophic errors

Dr. Inda has been instrumental in the adoption of a culture

that often happen in high-risk and complex environments. He is

change in the NNMC ER, helping expedite treatment and en-

also actively involved in many committees such as pharmacy and

hance the quality of care delivered to patients. He has implement-

therapeutics, chest pain, code blue, stroke and medical executive.

Southern Nevada

Robert Wiencek, MD

CARDIOTHORACIC SURGEON & CLINICAL PROFESSOR | ST. ROSE, STANFORD CLINICS

D

r. Robert Wiencek has been

help patients recover more quickly and have a lower likelihood

practicing

of serious complications.

cardiovascular

surgery in Southern Nevada

In addition to his surgical work, Dr. Wiencek has published

since 1991 and was recently

several research articles in multiple medical journals and maga-

recognized by his physician peers as

zines such as Comparative Medicine, Pediatric Cardiology and

the best local cardiothoracic surgeon in

the American Journal of Surgery. He is trusted and respected by

the Las Vegas Valley. Dr. Wiencek’s list

both his patients and peers as the epitomy of what a physician

of awards and accomplishments is im-

should be: highly skilled, compassionate, motivated and eager to

pressive and includes the Heart of Gold

improve the health of his patients.

Award from the American Heart Associa-

Beyond being an award-winning surgeon and published doc-

tion and Outstanding Clinical Instructor

tor, Dr. Wiencek is an extremely hard worker, putting in long hours

from University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine.

to help as many patients as he can. Due to Nevada’s shortage of

Since 2013, Dr. Weincek has been a clinical professor at

practicing cardiothoracic surgeons in the region, Dr. Wiencek will

Stanford School of Medicine in addition to his work as a sur-

work 10 to 12 hours each day to keep up with the demand. He is

geon with St. Rose. He has a special interest in minimally in-

affectionately described as patient, caring and humble by those

vasive and robotically assisted cardiovascular surgeries that

who have the pleasure to work with him.

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016
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DESERT RADIOLOGY
Associate Sponsor
lated events, such as The Susan G. Ko-

Vein Clinic in Henderson is staffed by caring

men Race for the Cure.

and highly skilled providers who have access

Desert Radiology reflects the highest

to the latest technology available for treating

standards by providing patients with com-

diseases of the vascular system. Desert Ra-

passionate care using the most advanced ra-

diology’s interventional radiologists specialize

diology procedures and diagnostic imaging

in minimally invasive image-guided diagnostic

available. They are proud to offer Genius 3D

and therapeutic procedures for cardiovascu-

Mammography™ which detects 41 percent

lar conditions as well as a broad range of ser-

more invasive breast cancers and reduces

vices for patients with cancer, pain, diabetes,

he team at Desert Radiol-

false positives up to 40 percent. In addition to

liver or kidney conditions, among others.

ogy, Southern Nevada’s lead-

3D and traditional mammograms, they per-

This year marks Desert Radiology’s

ing diagnostic practice, is an

form DEXA (dual-energy X-ray absorptiom-

50th anniversary serving the Southern

integral part of the medical

etry) bone density scans, CT and ultrasound

Nevada community. Since its founding in

community they serve in the valley. Des-

guided biopsy, 3T MRI, ultrasound and x-ray

1966, Desert Radiology has grown to be-

ert Radiology is the exclusive provider for

imaging among other services on the most

come the community’s chief resource for

a large cancer center, a group of multi-

up-to-date equipment on the market.

diagnostic imaging. Trust Desert Radiol-

T

specialty medical centers and several

They also offer an array of interventional

ogy’s experience and cutting edge technol-

other facilities throughout Nevada, as

and vascular services at their dedicated inter-

ogy to provide the most innovative care and

well as sponsors of local healthcare-re-

ventional clinic, Desert Vascular Institute. The

cancer detection available.
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Northern Nevada

Colin Fuller, MD, FACC, FACP, FSCAI
CARDIOLOGIST | NORTHERN NEVADA MEDICAL GROUP

D

r. Colin Fuller is a cardiologist

heart baselines for athletes and continuous monitoring through

with the Northern Nevada

work with University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) athletics and local

Medical Group and is board-

high schools.

certified

in

cardiovascular

Dr. Fuller is also a clinical assistant professor of medicine

disease and internal medicine. He spe-

at UNR School of Medicine. He has practiced cardiology in the

cializes in sports and clinical cardiology

Reno area since 1980 and was a pioneer among Nevada cardi-

and is a fellow of the American College

ologists in creating satellite clinics in rural Nevada to improve

of Cardiology, the American College of

care and meet the needs of these small communities, which

Physicians and the Society of Cardiac

were often without a cardiologist.

Angiography and Intervention.

Originally from New England, Dr. Fuller moved to Northern

During his 35-year career, Dr. Full-

Nevada to enjoy the outdoors. He enjoys mountain climbing (he

er has become a leading national researcher in sudden death

has climbed the highest peak on all seven continents), sailing on

among high school and college athletes. He has published re-

Lake Tahoe and marathon running. Dr. Fuller recently fulfilled his

search findings in Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise

dream of qualifying for and competing in the Boston Marathon.

and in the Clinical Journal of Sports Medicine. His advance-

He and his wife Robin are proud parents of three children and

ments in the field of sports cardiology includes establishing

have four grandchildren.

Southern Nevada

Edwin Kingsley, MD

MEDICAL ONCOLOGIST-HEMATOLOGIST | COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTERS OF NEVADA

D

r. Edwin Kingsley is one of the

diagnoses. Dr. Kingsley is always looking for opportunities to share his

founding members of Com-

professional experiences to improve healthcare in Southern Nevada.

prehensive Cancer Centers of

Beyond his official titles, Dr. Kingsley’s efforts extend well be-

Nevada (CCCN) where he has

yond the exam room. He is an active volunteer in the community

helped patients with cancer and serious

and strong advocate for medical education in the state. In 2011, he

blood disorders for more than 27 years.

was the recipient of the Harold Lee Feikes Physician of the Year

Currently, he sits on CCCN’s board of di-

award, which is the highest accolade that his peers at CCMS can

rectors and heads it medical oncology divi-

bestow and honors those who have performed outstanding com-

sion. He has also served as president for

munity service beyond the call of duty.

the Nevada State Medical Association and

A 30-year veteran of medical oncology and hematology, Dr.

the Clark County Medical Society (CCMS).

Kingsley treats patients at CCCN, teaches medicine to aspiring

Additionally, Dr. Kingsley is an adjunct clinical professor and has

healthcare professionals, tackles public policy, researches new

been teaching medical students and residents for over 17 years. He is

treatments and potential cures through clinical research, dedi-

an active board member at Sunrise Hospital and Nathan Adelson Hos-

cates time to his church and helps comfort patients during their

pice, where he facilitated participation in the Medicare Care Choices

final days. The accomplishments stretching over Dr. Kinglsey’s

Model meant to improve the quality of care for patients with terminal

career are both impressive and inspiring.
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DURHAM JONES & PINEGAR
Associate Sponsor
Durham Jones & Pinegar is a top firm

Elder law is a distinct practice offered by

serving the healthcare industry and support-

D|J|P, designed to help the elderly with nursing

ing businesses, physicians, high-income in-

home issues, Medicaid planning and division of

dividuals and families. Practice areas include

assets, healthcare planning, estate planning and

civil litigation, real estate transactions, merg-

guardianship. D|J|P helps create legal solutions

ers and acquisitions, estate planning, elder

for seniors who need advice on those issues.

law, tax planning, family law, advising closely
held businesses and more.

D|J|P also works closely with some of
the largest casinos in Nevada to obtain and

Four attorneys from D|J|P Las Vegas

executes upon judgments. The firm’s experi-

roudly serving Southern Ne-

were recently named in the Nevada Busi-

enced attorneys regularly represent develop-

vada since 1987, Durham Jones

ness Magazine’s 2016 Legal Elite. Among

ers, investors and contractors in disputes in

& Pinegar (D|J|P) lawyers bring

the Silver State’s top attorneys are Craig

Southern Nevada. D|J|P’s diverse commercial

over a century of combined ex-

Newman, Anthony Ager, Bradley Slighting,

litigation practice includes corporate, con-

perience to benefit their clients. The locally

and Michael Rawlins. Additional ratings of

struction, real estate, intellectual property liti-

established practice was acquired by Dur-

of D|J|P attorneys include Mountain States

gation, contract and partnership disputes, as

ham Jones & Pinegar in 2009. With offices

Super Lawyers, Best Lawyers 2016, and

well as representation of creditors and land-

located in Summerlin, the D|J|P Las Vegas

AV ratings with Martindale-Hubbell. Share-

lords in bankruptcy proceedings.

office provides clients with the attention of

holder and managing attorney Michael

Durham Jones & Pinegar congratulates

a small firm, while drawing upon the depth

Rawlins serves as a district court judge,

the 2016 Heathcare Heroes in Southern

of practice areas, experience and resources

pro tempore, presiding over cases in the

Nevada, and is proud to support and honor

offered by a large firm.

short-trial program.

those being recognized.

P

A Holiday Party is a Wise Investment
expect many happy returns with your team and clientele

Celebrate the season. Reward your team for a banner year. Share your gratitude and success with
your clients and vendors. Ring in the new year like the opening bell.
Divine Events can plan and cater any holiday party. We can host you at Divine Café and other
great locations at the Springs Preserve or many great locations all over Las Vegas.
333 S Valley View Blvd | Las Vegas, NV 89107 | 702.822.7700 | divinecafelv.com
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ROSEMAN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Associate Sponsor

R

As a result, the university developed the

sessment learning, early experiential learn-

Six-Point Master Learning Model to provide

ing and a classroom design that facilitates

an educational environment that not only

learning. All of these components reinforce

ensures high levels of achievement, but

one another, and contribute to an unparal-

also fosters cooperation and collaboration

leled educational environment.

in the learning process. The model consists

The university is regionally accredited

of block curriculum, active and collaborative

by the Northwest Commission on Colleges

learning, competency-based education, as-

and Universities.

oseman University was founded
as a non-profit, private institution in Henderson in 1999 in response to the educational and

healthcare needs of the state. The university’s initial class of 38 Doctor of Pharmacy
students earned their degrees in 2003. Today, Roseman University has an enrollment
of nearly 1,600 students on three campuses in Nevada and Utah.
Roseman University offers five academic degree programs to address the
needs of the communities in which it
serves, including a Bachelor of Science
in Nursing (BSN), Accelerated Bachelor
of Sciences in Nursing (ABSN), Doctor
of Pharmacy (PharmD), Doctor of Dental
Medicine (DMD), Orthodontic Residency
program and an MBA with a healthcare
focus. In 2013, Roseman established an
MD-granting College of Medicine, which is
currently working to achieve accreditation.
When Roseman University was established, its founders approached learning
in a different way. They recognized that
every student has a different learning style
and that adult learners may need to be engaged differently. They also believed that
every student could succeed and compete at a very high level if given the right
tools and training to do so. Breaking down
barriers and increasing communication
and partnership between student and
teacher are at the core of success, proficiency and content mastery. Student-tostudent collaboration develops healthcare
professionals that work in teams so that
the patient has the very best chance of a
good outcome.

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016
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UMC
Associate Sponsor

UMC Providing Quality Healthcare in Nevada

U

niversity Medical Center of

educational event to discourage drunk

Southern Nevada (UMC) of-

driving among high school students.

fers the highest level of care

•

Nevada Emergency Medical Services

in Nevada, providing a wide

for Children (EMSC) Program, which

range of exclusive and specialized health-

is committed to improving emergency

care services to the community and its

medical care for children, specifically

visitors.

in rural Nevada.

Since its inception in 1931, UMC has
been a cornerstone for healthcare in the

The Children’s Hospital of Nevada at

state. For example, UMC is home to Ne-

UMC provides patients with access to Ne-

vada’s only Level I Trauma Center, its

vada’s only designated Pediatric Trauma

only Burn Care Center and only Center

Center. It is the only hospital in Nevada

for Transplantation. The Trauma Cen-

accepted as an associate member of the

ter serves Southern Nevada’s 2 million

Children’s Hospital Association. The Chil-

residents and the 42 million tourists who

dren’s hospital is also:

visit each year. UMC’s service area covers

•

The only hospital in Nevada to offer pe-

10,000 square miles, including Southern

diatric burn care and organ transplant

Nevada and parts of California, Utah and

services.

Arizona.

•

The only hospital in Nevada staffed

The Trauma and Burn Care centers also

around the clock with in-hospital,

participate in communitywide injury pre-

board-certified pediatric critical care

vention initiatives, including:

and emergency medicine physicians.

•

The Pedestrian Safety Task Force, a
community partnership to promote

•

The state’s only dedicated Pediatric Sedation Unit.

safety among elementary and middle
school children and people who walk
and use public transportation.
•

•

•
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With highly skilled physicians, nurses
and staff members supported by the latest

Safe Kids Clark County, a grassroots

cutting-edge technology, UMC continues

coalition that aims to prevent acciden-

to build upon its reputation for providing the

tal injuries among children.

highest level of care. In support of its mis-

Every 15 Minutes, a two-day program

sion to serve as Southern Nevada’s premier

for high school students to develop

academic health center, the county-owned

good decision-making skills when al-

hospital is the anchor partner for the new

cohol is involved.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas School of

You Drink, You Drive, You Lose, an annual

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016

Medicine under development near UMC.

NORTHERN NEVADA MEDICAL CENTER
Associate Sponsor

N

Center of Distinction six times and Center of

The hospital is owned and operated by a

Excellence four times since opening in late

subsidiary of Universal Health Services, Inc.,

2008.

a King of Prussia, PA based company that is

NNMC exemplifies the personalized spirit

one of the largest healthcare management

of compassion throughout the 108-bed hos-

companies in the nation. Northern Nevada

pital. Employees are committed to a service

Medical Center is accredited by The Joint

excellence program that emphasizes exceed-

Commission (TJC) and licensed by the state

ing patient and family expectations.

of Nevada.

orthern Nevada Medical Center’s
(NNMC) tradition of providing
quality healthcare in a comfortable,

accessible

environment

means peace of mind for the thousands of
patients the hospital serves each year.
Located on 23 hillside acres in Sparks, this
full-service acute care hospital offers a comprehensive range of inpatient and outpatient
medical services to the communities it serves.
With more than 500 employees and 400 physicians on staff, NNMC is recognized for exceptional quality care and is proud to be the
only hospital in Nevada with all of the following
quality distinctions:
• Accredited Chest Pain Center, Society for
Chest Pain Centers
• Primary Stroke Center, The Joint
Commission
• Joint Replacement - Knee, The Joint
Commission
• Joint Replacement - Hip, The Joint
Commission
• Spine Surgery, The Joint Commission
• Back Pain, The Joint Commission
NNMC has been recognized for several
years as a Top Performer on Key Quality Measures by The Joint Commission for attaining
and sustaining excellence in accountability
measure performance for heart attack, heart
failure, stroke, pneumonia and surgical care.
For many consecutive years, the Inpatient
Rehab Center at NNMC has ranked among
the top 10 percent of acute rehabilitation programs nationally.
The Wound Care Center at NNMC has
been recognized with the Healogics, Inc.

HEALTHCARE HEROES 2016
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THANK YOU!
Nevada Business Magazine and Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Nevada would like to thank the distinguished panel of judges for their
wisdom and discernment in selecting the 2016 Healthcare Heroes.

Northern Nevada

Don Butterfield

Sy Johnson

Northern Nevada
Medical Center

Renown Health
Systems

Bill Welch

Nevada Hospital
Association

Statewide

Connie Brennan
Nevada Business
Magazine

Anne McMillin

University of Nevada, Reno
School of Medicine

Peter Sabal

Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield

Southern Nevada

Danita Cohen
University
Medical Center

Dr. Warren Evins
Clark County
Medical Society

Dr. Noah Kohn
Touro University
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Kate Grey

Dignity Health St. Rose
Dominican Hospital

Jason Roth

Roseman University

Give your employees the freedom of choice

Anthem Choice PPO offers your employees 3 plans in 1
They’ll like knowing they have:
Flexibility to select their
own doctors.

}}

Freedom to use a broader
network.

}}

Choice to see providers
both in and out of network.

}}

Your company gets:
More empowered, informed
employees who can make smart
health care choices, ultimately
saving themselves and your
company money.

}}

More productive, satisfied
employees. And isn’t that
what everyone wants? It leads
to a healthier bottom line.

Anthem Choice PPO includes:
Pathway PPO (Level 1)

}}

Traditional PPO (Level 2)

}}

Out of network (Level 3)

}}

}}

Call your broker or Anthem Sales representative today
for more information about Anthem Choice PPO.

Switch levels any time!
Employees can switch between plan
levels at any time — not just during
open enrollment. They don’t need
referrals. So they can pick the level
that best fits their needs.

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name of Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical Service, Inc. HMO products underwritten by HMO Colorado, Inc., dba HMO Nevada. Independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
ANTHEM is a registered trademark of Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield names and symbols are registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
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